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GIVING TUESDAY 
Identifying Your Approach 



GOAL: To walk out of this session 
with the following

1. Tactical approach to Giving Tuesday and other high 

netting fundraising/marketing campaigns for your 

organization/company

2. Steps to Plan Informative Testing and mid-campaign 

strategic shifts while still maintaining Team sanity

3. Planning Steps on how to test throughout the year while 

preserving your strategy and goals for the year 



Case Study:
Carpenter’s Shelter 
Giving Tuesday 2020

6 Email Series, starting with a Save The Date 

Success of Save the Date led to FWD 
Strategy, even after two other successful 
sends.

Tested signer in FWD, the success of which 
lent to multiple signers moving forward. 

Used UTMs throughout to track clickable 
location/audience traffic 

Takeaway: Mid-campaign strategic shifts 
work, Adjusting Donation Page mid-
campaign aided in lifted results, multiple 
signers work with this audience

Goal: $20,000 (Match: $12,000)
Raised: $43,000 



Case Study:
Carpenter’s Shelter 
Giving Tuesday 2021

Added video from Shannon that was teased in the 
email and embedded on Donation Page. 

FWD: strategy deployed on test winners

Symbolic Giving presented in multiple ways

Creative strategy focused on branding this 
campaign for years to come.  

Countdown timer set for end of Giving Tuesday, 
creating urgency.

Stories of those supported by Giving Tuesday’s 
mission boosted results (identified in 2021 testing 
through the year)

Goal: $60,00 (Match: $20,000)
Raised: $95,078



Throughout The Year

Focused winners on other high-dollar fundraising 

campaigns.

Never left testing and active pivoting behind.

Focused previous test winners on other high-dollar 

fundraising campaigns.

Continue to focus testing strategy around specific missions.

Include cohesive copy and creative on all landing pages, 

and on and offline copies. 



How to Plan for Mid-Campaign 
Strategic Shifts

Biggest fundraising holidays fall on actual holidays, so 

planning ahead is necessary. 

Pivoting with copy is easier to do in real time than pivoting 

creative. 

While it is a heavier lift on the front end, creating both 

versions of creative tests ahead of time will save time in the 

long run.

Focus on the metrics you want to see. Plan tests to boost 

those metrics. 



Key Takeaways

Testing and making shifts mid-campaign boosts results.

Save your team time and sanity by planning ahead. 

Always focus on your mission and those you service. 
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